To
Branch Counselors
IEEE UP Section Student Branches

Esteemed Counselors

Hope you all are doing well!!!!!
As all of you are aware that IEEE Day is to be celebrated on 02 October. Section will provide partial support considering the membership strength and event organized and reported on V tools to the Student Branches for celebrating IEEE Day.

The amount of funding will be as follows:

- Branches having more than 100 student members: Rs. 12,000/-
- Branches having 50 to 99 student members: Rs. 10,000/-
- Branches having 30 to 49 student members: Rs. 7,000/-
- Branches having 20 to 29 student members: Rs. 5,000/-
- Branches having less than 20 student members: Will be decided later by Treasure and Chairman in special case only.

Please submit your request with following details latest by 25/09/2018.
1. Membership ship details.
2. Events organized and reported on V tools. (Jan 2018- till now)
3. Account details.

Fund will be reimbursed after submitting the report along with photographs to Prof. Vinay Rishiwal and on Vtools as well.

Thanks and regards

Dr Aseem Chandel

Convener, Student Activity Committee
IEEE UP Section